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Abstract 
In this paper, we study the inverse problem of an n×n matrix with fixed row and column sums by using the singular 
value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix. The least-square solutions of an n×n matrix with fixed row and column sums 
are studied. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the symmetric solutions and the expressions 
for the inverse problem of a matrix AX=B are established. In addition, the problem of using matrix with fixed row 
and column sums to construct the optimal approximation to a given matrix is discussed, and the expression of the 
solution is provided. The algorithms are proposed and applications to the theory of electric net are illustrated by 
examples. 
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1.  introduction and motivation 
Matrix inverse problem have wide applications in sciences and engineering. This is a very active area 
of research at present, see[1-6]. In this paper, the least-square solutions to the inverse problem of matrix 
with fixed row and column sums are studied and its application is presented. 
The notations used in this paper can be summarized as follows: Rn×m represents the set of all n×m 
matrices, ORn×n  denotes the set of all n×n orthogonal matrices. Let R(A), N(A), A+ and ||A|| denote column 
space, null space, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse and the Frobenius norm of A, respectively. The 
identity matrix of order n is written as In. BA represents Kronecker product of )( ijaA   
mnR u and 
qpRB u , i.e. mqnpij BaBA u  )( . vec(A) denotes vectorization of A by column. For all A and B R
n×m 
their inner product is defined by ¦¦
  
  
n
i
m
j
ijij
T baAtrBBA
1 1
),( . Then Rn×m is a Hilbert space. The norm of a 
matrix generated by the inner product is the Frobenius norm. 
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Definition A matrix nnij RaA
u )(  is said to be a fixed row and column sums matrix if aa
n
k
ik  ¦
 1
 
and aa
n
k
kj  ¦
 1
, Ra ,  for nji ,,2,1, " . 
We denote the set of all nnu  fixed row and column sums matrices by nnFSR u . An nnu  matrix A  is 
called symmetric and fixed row and column sums matrix, if nnFSRA u , in addition, A  is also a 
symmetric matrix. We denote the set of all nnu  symmetric and fixed row and column sums matrices by 
nnSFSR u .  
A  is a generalized doubly stochastic matrix if 1 a . The generalized doubly stochastic matrices are 
widely used in the Markov stochastic processes. 
A  is a doubly center matrix(indefinite admittance matrix) if 0 a . The center and doubly center 
matrices are widely used in the theory of electric net, see [7]. 
Suppose that there are n  terminals in a net. Inputted voltages and corresponding electric currents are 
written as nuuu ,,, 21 "  and niii ,,, 21 " , respectively. So electric current vector is 
T
niiii ),,,( 21 " and 
voltage vector is Tnuuuu ),,,( 21 " . Their relations can be linearly expressed as Aui  , Based on the 
law of Kirchoff electric current and the relative law of electromotive force, A  should satisfy the 
following constraints 
0 nAe  and 0 Ae
T
n , 
nT
n Re  )1,,1,1( " . 
In this paper, we consider the following three problems: 
Problem 1. Given mnRBX u, , find an nnu  fixed  
row and column sums matrix A  such that 
min  BAX                                                           (1) 
Problem 2. Given mnRBX u, , find an nnu  symme-tric and fixed row and column sums matrix A 
such that 
BAX                                                                        (2) 
Problem 3. Given nnRA u~ , find ESAˆ such that 
AAAA
ESA
 

~infˆ~                                                    (3) 
where ES  denotes the solution set of problem 1. The column of matrix X  is electric current vector by 
T
niiii ),,,( 21 " , and column of matrix B is voltage vector by 
T
nuuuu ),,,( 21 "  in the theory of electric 
net. 
In this paper, the necessary and sufficient conditions under which ES  is nonempty are presented and 
the general form of ES  is given. Furthermore, the expression of the solution of problem 3 is provided.  
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the structures of nnFSR u  and nnSFSR u  are discussed, 
solvability conditions for problem 1 are established, and the general expression of these solutions in the 
real number field is provided. In section III, symmetric solvability conditions and the general expression of 
it for problem 2 are established. Base on the first three sections, in section IV, we prove the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of problem 3 if the solution SE of problem 1 is nonempty and establish the 
expression of this unique solution. In the last section, we introduce two algorithms for solving this kind of 
problems and test them through two numerical examples. 
2.  the solvability condition and general solutions to problem 1 
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First we discuss the structures of nnFSR u  and nnSFSR u . 
Lemma 1. Given nTn Re  )1,,1,1( " , Ra , 
nnFSRA u  if and only if  
nn aeAe   and 
T
n
T
n aeAe                                                  (4) 
Lemma 2[8]. A necessary and sufficient condition for the pair of matrix equations BAX   and 
DXC  , where nsRA u msRB u lmRC u  and lnRD u  to have a common solution is  
DCDCBBAA    ,  and BCAD                                              (5) 
In this case, the general common solution is  
)()(   CCIYAAIADCADCBAX mn                                (6) 
where mnRY u  is an arbitrary matrix. 
Lemma 3. Given nTn Re  )1,,1,1( " ,  
T
nnn een
J 1 nnn JIK  then 
T
nn en
e 1  nn KK  
  nn KK  
2
nn JJ  
2  
and 0  nnnn KJJK                                                       (7) 
Theorem 1. Let nnDCRA u    
nT
n Re  )1,,1,1( " , 
T
nnn een
J 1  
nnn JIK  then   
nnn YKKaJA   for all 
nnRY u                                     (8) 
In particular, A  is a fixed row and column sums matrix, if Y  is a symmetric matrix. 
Proof. By lemma 1, nnFSRA u  is equivalent to nn aeAe   and 
T
n
T
n aeAe  . 
By lemma 2, nn aeAe   and 
T
n
T
n aeAe   have a common solution that can be expresses as   
)())((   nnn
T
n
T
nn
T
nn eeIYeeIeen
aA ,                                       (9) 
where nnRY u  is an arbitrary matrix. By using lemma 3, we get (8). Especially, if nnRY u  is a 
symmetric matrix, then 
T
n
TT
n
T
n
T KYKaJA  AYKKaJ nnn   . 
This completes the proof of the theorem.                                              
Remark. If nnFSRA u , then Tne )1,,1,1( "  is an eigenvector of A  corresponding to the  
eigenvalue a O . An eigenvector x  of A  corresponding to azO  satisfies 0 xeTn .  
Lemma 4. Given nsRY u , lmRX u  and lsRZ u , then the general form of the set   
^ `min)(|*    u ZYAXAfRAS mn                                    (10) 
can be expressed as  
  YGXXYGZXYA , for all mnRG u                                   (11) 
when 0)(  Af , *S  is a nonempty set if and only if  
ZXZXYY                                                             (12) 
Proof. min  ZYAX  is equivalent to 
)( YX T  vec )(A vec min)(  Z , 
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we obtain the general solution vec )(A  
 )( YX T vec )]()([)( YXYXIZ TT   vec )(G  
))((   YX T vec )(C   
)])()(([ YXYXI TT   vec )(G  
 vec  ][ ZXY  vec )(G vec ][ YGXXY , 
then we can give the general solution of min  ZYAX , 
                 YGXXYGZXYA . 
A necessary and sufficient condition of )( YX T  vec )(A vec 0min)(   Z  to have a solution is                
 ))(( YXYX TT vec  )(Z  vec )(Z , 
then 
vec  )(Z  ))(( YXYX TT vec )(Z  
)]()[(   YYXX T  vec  )(Z vec )( XZXYY  . 
i.e. min  ZYAX  has solutions if and only if ZXZXYY   .                        
Theorem 2. Given X  and mnRB u , 
T
ne )1,,1,1( " , 
T
nnn een
J 1 nnn JIK  then the general solution of problem 1 can be 
expressed as   
nnnn KZZIGBZKaJA )]([
   for all nnRG u  
(13) 
Where                                                           XKZ n .                                                                       (14) 
Proof. By theorem 1, we get  
)1()1( Tnnn
T
nnn
T
nn een
IYee
n
Iee
n
aA   
nnn YKKaJ   
Hence min  BAX is equivalent to  
min)(   XaJBXYKK nnn .                                                  (15) 
Let XKZ n , by lemma 4, we get  
  GZZKKGBZKY nnn .                                                   (16) 
Substituting (16) into (8), and applying lemma 3, we get (13).                             
Corollary 1. Given X  and mnRB u , 
T
ne )1,,1,1( " . Define XKZ n , then  
0min    BAX  has a solution if and only if   
BKZBZK nn  
 XaeBe Tn
T
n  .                                              (17) 
The general form of the solution can be expressed as 
nnnnnn KZZIGKKZXaJBaJA )()(
                              (18) 
Proof. Using a similar proof to Theorem 2 and applying lemma 4, we can prove this corollary.   
Corollary 2. Given X  and mnRB u ,  
T
ne )1,,1,1( " . If XaeBe
T
n
T
n  , then the general solution of problem 1 can be expressed as (18). 
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Proof. For (13), using XaeBe Tn
T
n  , we can prove this corollary.                          
Corollary 3. Given X  and mnRB u ,  
T
ne )1,,1,1( " , if XaeBe
T
n
T
n  , then 
0min    BAX  has a solution if and only if  
BKZBZK nn  
 .                                                                                    (19) 
Moreover, the general form of the solution can be expressed as (18). 
Proof. Using Corollary 1, for XaeBe Tn
T
n  , we obtain 0min    BAX  has a solution if and only if 
(19). 
3.  solution to problem 2 
Lemma 5[9]. Given X  and mnRB u , and  
rXrank  )( , then AX=B has a symmetric solution if and only if  
 XBBX TT   and BXBX   .                                                                   (20) 
In addition, the general solution can be expressed as 
T
n
T GUUXXIBXBXA 22)()(  
 ,  
for all )()( rnrnSRG u                                                                       (21) 
where the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X  is TT VUV
OO
O
UX 116 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§ 6
 ,  
nnRUUU u ),( 21 , 
)(
2
rnnRU u rn
T IUU  22  and )()( 2URXN
T  . 
Theorem 3. Given X  and mnRB u ,  
)1(),( u mnn ReX , and reXrank n  ),( , then BAX   has a symmetric solution satisfying 
T
n
T
n aeAe   
if and only if  
XBBX TT  XaeBe Tn
T
n   and  
),(),(),)(,( nnnn aeBeXeXaeB  
                                                                  (22) 
 The general solution can be expressed as  
 ),)(,( nn eXaeBA  
T
nnn
T
nn GUUeXeXIeXaeB 22]),)(,([]),)(,[( 
  
for all )()( rnrnSRG u                                                                     (23) 
where )(2
rnnRU u rn
T IUU  22  and  
)( 2URe
X
N T
n
T
 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
 
Proof. Using BAX   and Tn
T
n aeAe   gives  
),(),( nn aeBeXA                                                                                    (24) 
Applying lemma 5, we see that (24) is equivalent to (22), and the general solution can be expressed as 
(23). 
4.  Solution to problem 3 
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When the solution set SE of problem 1 is nonempty, then SE is a closed convex set. Therefore, the 
corresponding problem 3 has a unique optimal approximate solution, see [10]. We give the form of Aˆ . 
Theorem 4. Given nnRA u~ , mnRBX u,  and  
nT
n Re  )1,,1,1( " . Suppose that the SVD of 
T
nnnn een
IK 1  is given by 
      Tnnnn een
IK 1 TTn UUU
I
U 11
1
0
 »
¼
º
«
¬
ª   
nnORUUU u ),( 21  and 111  n
T IUU                                       (25) 
then problem 3 has a unique optimal approximate solution which can be expressed as  
TT
n UUBZUUaJA 1111ˆ
 TTTn
T UUUUBZUUaJAUU 11111111 )
~(                                  (26) 
where XKZ n   
Proof.  Let  
Uee
n
IBZee
n
Iee
n
aAU Tnnn
T
nnn
T
nn
T ))1()1(~(  
»
»
¼
º
«
«
¬
ª
 
2221
1211 ~~
~~
AA
AA                                        (27) 
where 11111111 )
~(~ UUUBZUUee
n
aAUA TTTnn
T   and  
)1()1(
11
~ u nnRA .                                                                                  (28) 
For all ESA , by theorem 2, A  can be expressed as  
)1)](()[1( Tnnnn
T
nnn
T
nn een
IZZIGBZee
n
Iee
n
aA   Tn
T
n UUZZIGBZUUaJ 1111 )]([
  for 
all nnRG u .            
(29) 
Hence 
2~ AA   
             
2
22
2
21
2
12
2
1111
~~~)(~ AAAUZZIGUA n
T   ,  
for all nnRG u . 
Then min~   AA is equivalent to  
min)(~ 1111  
 UZZIGUA n
T .                                           (30) 
By lemma 4, we get  
1111
~)( AUZZIGU n
T    .                                                     (31) 
Substituting (31) into (13), and using (25), we obtain (26).                             
Corollary 5. Given nnRA u~ , X  and mnRB u , Tne )1,,1,1( "  and XaeBe
T
n
T
n  let the SVD 
of Tnnn een
I 1  be (25), then problem 3 has a unique optimal approximate solution which can be expressed 
as  
nnnnnnnn KKBZKaJAKKZXaJBaJA )
~()(ˆ                       
(32) 
where XKZ n    
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After completing testing of a net, A~ isn’t a doubly center matrix. Applying Theorem 4, we can use the 
fixed row and column sums matrix to construct the optimal approximation to the matrix A~ . 
5.  algorithm and numerical examples 
Algorithm 1. (a matrix inverse problem) 
INPUT 
(1) input known matrix mnRBX u, ( nm d ), Ra . 
(2) input column vector nTn Re  )1,,1,1( " . 
OUTPUT 
fixed row and column sums matrix nnRA u . 
THE ALGORITHM 
(1) compute )1( Tnnnn een
IK  , XKZ n . 
(2) compute Z , if BKZBZK nn  
 , XaeBe Tn
T
n  , next, otherwise, no solution, go to (4). 
(3) using (13), compute nnn KBZKaJA
 (least square solution of minimum norm). 
Algorithm 2. (optimal approximation) 
INPUT 
(1) input known matrix mnRBX u, nm d . 
(2) input column vector nTn Re  )1,,1,1( " . 
(3) input known matrix nnRA u~ , Ra . 
OUTPUT 
fixed row and column sums optimal approximation solution nnRA uˆ . 
THE ALGORITHM 
(1) using (25),compute )1(1
u nnRU . 
(2) compute )1( Tnnnn een
IK  . XKZ n  
(3) compute Z . 
(4) using (26), compute nnRA uˆ . 
Example 1 Given 1 a  
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª
 
852
232
311
522
921
X
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª

 
2000.02000.74000.0
8000.72000.110000.4
8000.102000.30000.1
8000.72000.00000.1
4000.06000.54000.2
B  
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª





 
2000.38000.04000.00000.10000.2
6000.26000.08000.02000.02000.1
6100.04000.02000.02000.08000.0
4000.03900.02000.08000.08000.0
4000.14000.00100.14000.04000.1
~A  
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Obviously, A~  isn’t a generalized doubly stochastic matrix. By algorithm 2, we correct the generalized 
doubly stochastic matrix and achieve 
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª





 
2004.38002.03994.00006.10002.2
5997.26003.08006.01994.01999.1
6012.04018.01984.01995.07985.0
4024.03962.01967.07989.08030.0
4019.13975.00029.14005.04018.1
Aˆ  
Example 2. In an electric net design, the measure results of three groups of voltages and electric 
currents are given in Table 1. Find its indefinite admittance matrix. 
Table1. The Measure Results of Three Groups of Voltages and Electric Currents 
Interface n 1 2 3 4 5
U1 1 2 1 2 2
I1 0.8000 -0.6000 -0.6000 2.4000 -2.0000
U2 2 2 1 3 5
I2 3.0000 -2.4000 0.6000 8.6000 -9.8000
U3 9 5 3 2 8
I3 -5.0000 2.4000 5.4000 2.4000 -5.2000
Applying algorithm 1, we get the indefinite admittance matrix. (least square solution of minimum 
norm ) 
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª





 
6286.26857.02286.13143.17714.0
1429.28286.03429.15714.00572.1
3571.05286.00571.04286.06571.0
6000.06000.00000.06000.06000.0
7286.09857.01714.09143.09714.0
A . 
After completing testing of a net, we get initial estimation to the indefinite admittance matrix 
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª





 
4000.36000.02000.08000.08000.1
4000.24000.00000.14000.04000.1
4100.06000.00000.04000.06000.0
6000.05900.00000.06000.06000.0
2000.12000.08100.06000.06000.1
~A , 
Obviously, A~  isn’t a doubly center matrix. By algorithm 2, we correct the indefinite admittance 
matrix by using test data of table1 and achieve  
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼
º
«
«
«
«
«
«
¬
ª





 
4004.36002.01994.08006.08002.1
3997.24003.00006.13994.03999.1
4012.06018.00016.03995.05985.0
6024.05962.00033.05989.06030.0
2019.11975.08029.06005.06018.1
Aˆ , 
Note that Aˆ  is a doubly center matrix. 
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